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ABSTRACT: The molecular mobility in copolymers of vi-
nylidene fluoride–hexafluoropropylene VDF/HFP of 93/7
and 86/14 ratios has been investigated by means of broad-
band dielectric relaxation spectroscopy (10�1–107 Hz), dif-
ferential scanning calorimetry DSC (�100 to 1508C), and of
wide angle X-ray diffraction WAXS. Four relaxation pro-
cesses and one ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition
have been detected. The process of the local mobility b- (at
temperatures below glass transition point) is not affected by
chemical composition of the copolymer and the formed
structure. Parameters of segmental mobility in the region of
glass transition (aa-relaxation) depend on the ratio of como-
nomer with lower kinetic flexibility. ac-relaxation is clearly
observed only in VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer, which is char-

acterized by a higher crystallinity and a higher perfection of
crystals of a- (ap-) phase. Diffuse order–disorder relaxor
type ferroelectric transition connected with the destruction
of the domains in low-perfect ferroelectric phase in the
amorphous regions has been detected for both copolymers.
An intensive relaxation process (a-process) was observed
for both copolymers in high-temperature region. DSC data
shows that it falls on the broad temperature region of a-
phase crystals melting. It is considered to be connected
with the space charge relaxation. � 2007 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 105: 1101–1117, 2007
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INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reasons for PVDF and its
copolymers to draw particular attention of research-
ers. Ferroelectricity1,2 and high piezo- and pyroactivity
in these compounds, along with specific properties of
polymers, allow to use them as a material for various
energy converters.3,4 Mechanisms of ferroelectricity
and piezoelectricity are still not clearly understood,2,5,6

particularly the role of molecular mobility in crystal-
line and especially in the amorphous phase is not clear
in these phenomena. Therefore, investigation of mech-
anisms of molecular dynamics in considered class of
polymers is actual.

In the present article, one of the VDF copolymers—
with hexafluoropropylene HFP—is being studied.
Interest to this object is also stimulated by other rea-
sons. The named copolymer has been used as a com-
ponent of gel–polymer electrolytes for lithium source
of current7 recently, where it plays a role of a polymer

matrix in which lithium ions move. Mobility of such
carriers will be determined by intensity of molecular
motion in a copolymer. Therefore, the question of mo-
bility characteristics investigations in polymer matrix
is actual.

As the basic component of a copolymer is PVDF
with strongly pronounced polymorphism,4,8 it is
worth to discuss relaxation processes in this polymer.
They were studied both experimentally9–37 and by
computer modeling.38,39 Appearance of local mobility
is registered at temperatures below the glass transi-
tion point (Tg � �408C) as it was observed in other
polymers. It normally follows by one relaxation pro-
cess, which is usually named as b- or g-. However,
the results in Refs. 20 and 25 show that two more pro-
cesses are detected at lower temperatures (in different
terminology): d- and e-20 or g1- and g2-.

25 The lowest-
temperature one (e-), for the oriented PVDF with fer-
roelectric phase, is attributed to the crystals’ defects,20

the amount of which decreases after polarization is
applied. The mobility around �408C is usually con-
nected with the amorphous phase glassing (b-, aa-
transition). The nonlinearity of the relaxation time in
the Arrhenius coordinates is typical for this type of
transition. It was discovered that the crystallization
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process of isotropic films34,35 and the parameters of
their texturing during uniaxial drawing36,37 are re-
sponsible for the local and cooperative aa-mobility
characteristics in case of PVDF and its copolymer
with tetrafluoroethylene TFE VDF/TFE of 94/6 ratio.
It can be explained qualitatively in the point of view
of the latest data on the structure of crystallized poly-
mers. One should differ undisturbed amorphous
phase and so-called rigid amorphous phase RAP,40–42

which can be localized on boundaries of the lamellar
crystals. However, there is certain difference in the
opinion of authors of Refs. 12 and 28, 29 as to whether
the aa-transition at � �408C is ascribed to the former
or the latter amorphous phases. Eventually, the
results presented in Ref. 12 show that this must be
isotropic (undisturbed) amorphous phase, whereas
conclusions obtained in Refs. 28, 29 denote that ki-
netic units must be localized in RAP regions.

PVDF are crystalline polymers, where relaxation
type mobility (ac-) in crystalline phase is generally
observed. On the other hand, there is a possibility
of formation of ferroelectric phase in this class of
polymers.1,2,4 And therefore in the regions of spon-
taneous polarization order–disorder transitions are
observed.20,21,25,30 Large number of dielectric mea-
surements illustrate that the ac-transition is clearly
observed in PVDF crystallized in nonpolar phase, but
practically disappears in this polymer in polar b-mod-
ification.22 It is known that for the latter the conforma-
tion of plain zigzag is typical, with dipolar moment
perpendicular to the macromolecular axis, while the
chains in a-phase have TGTG� conformation, which
have nonzero component of the dipole moment mjj
directed along the chain axis.8 The axes are oriented
practically perfectly along the drawing axis in tex-
tured PVDF films with a-phase macromolecular crys-
tals. In these films, if the external electric field is
applied along and then across the drawing axis, the
contribution of mjj to the mechanism of ac-relaxation
can be revealed. Such experiments have been
described in Ref. 14. The result is that dielectric
strength of ac-relaxation in those highly anisotropic
films was found to be maximal when the directions of
the drawing axis and the applied electric field were
the same, while reduced to zero when perpendicular.
It was proposed that ac-transition is related to reversi-
ble conformational rearrangements TGTG�

M G�TGT
in the crystal, at which mjj changes its direction to the
opposite. The character of changes in intensity of 120
and 031 peaks in the region of ac-process is in the
agreement with such conclusion.38 On the other hand,
other authors propose totally different mechanism for
this transition in PVDF. For example, the transition
around 408C (in the temperature region of ac-pro-
cess)12 is attributed to the upper glass transition point
(Tg

U), i.e., to the relaxation in RAP, as it is observed in
other crystalline polymers.43–45

EXPERIMENTAL

VDF/HFP copolymers of 93/7 and 86/14 ratios have
been studied in this paper. Their chain microstructure
was earlier characterized by high resolution NMR.46

The films were prepared by the method of extrusion
by squeezing the melt through the slit head. X-ray
data show that c-axis of crystals are weakly oriented
in relation to the extrusion axis. After the preparation,
the films were stored at room temperature for several
years. Thickness of the films was 64 mm. For electrical
measurements, 0.1-mm thick Al electrode was evapo-
rated in vacuum.

Novocontrol setup was used to study dielectric
properties of the copolymer films in isothermal re-
gime at frequencies 10�1 to 107 Hz and in the temper-
ature range �100 to 1508C. Differential scanning calo-
rimetry (DSC) experiments were carried out using the
Perkin-Elmer DSK-7. Heating range of 20 mg samples
was 208/min. Calibration was made by In. Wide
angle X-ray diffraction (WAXS) data at 0.154 nm
wavelength was obtained using the Kard-6 type setup
with two-dimensional position-sensitive detector
made in Institute of Crystallography RAS.47 Measure-
ment was performed in transmission mode. Separa-
tion of overlapping reflexes was made with the help
of standard program using different functions for
description of a line profile.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows three-dimensional representation of
the dielectric loss tangent as a function of temperature
and log(frequency) for VDF/HFP 93/7 (a) and 86/14
(b) films. Three or four relaxation processes, depend-
ing on the composition of the copolymer, are clearly
observed. Later we will accent on the question how
HFP comonomer concentration changes the parame-
ters of the relaxations. In this connection, it is useful
to analyze the structure of copolymers with different
comonomer concentrations. DSC scans [Fig. 2(a,b)]
show that at heating above room temperatures, there
is different amount of transitions accompanied by cal-
orific effect. For 14 mol % HFP there are two of them
evidently observed, and for 7 mol % there are three.
To clarify this result, WAXS difractograms are pre-
sented in Figures 3–5 for PVDF and both copoly-
mers.47 It is seen from Figure 3 that PVDF crystallizes
in a-phase. As seen from Figures 4 and 5 the copoly-
mers crystallize in the same phase (as showed in
papers48,49) but with lower perfection. On increase of
HFP content the number of peaks typical for this
phase and their intensity decrease, which leads to the
decrease of crystallinity f. f ¼ 0.48 in PVDF,47 while
it is equal to 0.21 for VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer and
decreases to 0.17 for 86/14 copolymer. Qualitatively
the same tendency was mentioned for similar copoly-
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mers in Refs. 50 and 51. Besides, from Figures 3–5 it is
seen that the peaks are essentially broader if the HFP
fraction is higher. It means that the crystal size decrease
along different crystallographic directions. This fact
can cause lowering of melting point of forming crystals
when HFP content increases from 7 to 14 mol % [Fig.
2(a,b)]. Similar behavior was mentioned in Ref. 51.

We will consider mechanisms of differences in
relaxation processes in polymers under study taking
into account these structural data. In Figure 6(a,b) fre-
quency dependencies of dielectric loss factor e00 for
the temperatures below room are shown for both co-
polymers. In both copolymers a relaxation process is
detected at temperatures lower than �408C (desig-
nated here as b-) with very broad distribution of

relaxation times. By analogy with homopolymer, it is
attributed to the local mobility of VDF chains.

The analysis shows that as in other polymer sys-
tems52 experimental curves in Figure 6 are generally
described by function

e�ðoÞ � e1 ¼
X
k

Dek

1þ ðiotkÞ1�ak
h ibk � iAo�s (1)

Here the empirical Havriliak–Negami function (first
term) describes relaxation mobility of bound charges,
and the second term is for the relaxation of mobile
charges. Here De ¼ e0 � e1 is the relaxation strength
(e0 and e1 are the low- and high-frequency limits of
the real part of dielectric permittivity e0), o ¼ 2pf is
the angular frequency of the electric field, a and b (0
� a, b � 1) are parameters describing asymmetry and
width of distribution of relaxation times respectively,
t is the relaxation time, A is the constant, s � 1 is the
exponential factor.53

Figure 1 3D representation of the tand frequency and
temperature spectrum for VDF/HFP 93/7 (a) and 86/14
(b) copolymers. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 2 DSC thermograms for the first heating (solid
lines) and cooling (dashed lines) cycle for VDF/HFP 93/7
(a) and 86/14 (b) copolymers.
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The example of dielectric loss spectra decomposi-
tion according to eq. (1) is presented in Figure 7. At
given temperatures the 86/14 copolymer is character-
ized by one relaxation process (aa- in our terminol-
ogy). For the 93/7 copolymer there are two processes.
They are more clearly separated at temperature
dependencies of e0 and tand at f ¼ 1.3 kHz (Fig. 8). For
both copolymers two relaxation processes (aa- and b-)
at low temperatures are seen. The local b- process
manifest itself as a low-temperature asymmetry on
the aa-intensive peak on tan(T) curve. There is an
additional dispersion region near 508C for the copoly-
mer with 7 mol % HFP. At Figure 9 e00(T) curves are
presented for both samples in this temperature
region. According to the Figure 9(a), it has a relaxa-
tion character. This process is not observed in the co-
polymer with higher amount of HFP [Fig. 9(b)]. As
long as temperature position of this type of mobility
is the same in PVDF8 crystallized in the same phase,
we designated it as ac-process.

Let us consider the reasons why there is no such
process in the VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer. As men-

tioned earlier, its crystallinity is lower than that for
the copolymer with 7 mol % HFP. It means that
the noted process is related to the crystalline phase.
The most generally accepted mechanism for the ac-
transition in PVDF crystals with nonpolar lattice is
reorientation of dipole moment’s longitudinal compo-
nent mjj for the chain fragment in the TGTG� confir-
mation. Molecular mechanism of such reorientation
assumes movement of the conformational defect
along the crystal c-axis.39 It can be realized as solitone
waves.54,55 It means that crystal dimension along this
axis must affect on the ac-transition characteristics. As
follows from comparison of Figures 4 and 5, increase
in HFP amount leads to broadening of 002 peak,
which characterizes longitudinal (along the macromo-
lecular axis) crystal dimension. It decreases from 2.9
to 1.4 nm.47 Double decrease in longitudinal dimen-
sion of crystals in a-phase and decrease in its volume
fraction can account for the absence of the ac-disper-
sion in VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer films. Calorimet-
ric data do not clarify the mechanism of this process.
Indeed, there is one more endothermic transition at
(� 708C besides the melting peak in PVDF samples

Figure 3 Wide angle X-ray diffraction for isotropic PVDF
film obtained by isothermal crystallization from the melt.

Figure 4 Wide angle X-ray diffraction for initial VDF/
HFP 86/14 film.
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with a-modification prepared by nonisothermal crys-
tallization by quenching from the melt. This mecha-
nism disappears at annealing56–58 (or after repeated
heating cycle57). The authors56,58 consider it as an in-
dication for the existence of upper glass transition
point (Tg

U), where RAP relaxation occurs.12,43–45 The
authors57 do not agree with this. On their opinion,
this relaxation process is connected with the transi-
tion of ordered regions into the condis-crystal state,
and its molecular mechanism is suggested.14,38

Calorimetric data in considered temperature range
also reveal multiple thermal peaks for our copoly-
mers (Fig. 2). Three peaks are observed in VDF/HFP
copolymer with 7 mol % of HFP [Fig. 2(a)], whereas
when HFP fraction goes up to 14 mol % their number
decreases to two [Fig. 2(b)]. It has to be emphasized
that the latter effect is reproductable, because it is
registered in films of different thickness and after
reducing of the heating rate by order of magnitude.
As it will be shown later, the low-temperature endo-
thermic transition in Figure 2(b) for VDF/HFP 86/14
copolymer and the second peak (around 708C) in the
copolymer with 7 mol % HFP are connected with fer-
roelectric phase transition. From comparison of Fig-

ures 8(a) and 9(a) it is seen that in the region of ac-
relaxation, endothermic transition [low-temperature
peak at � 608C in Fig. 2(b)] appears in VDF/HFP 93/
7 copolymer. Therefore, there is a correlation between
the appearance of ac-relaxation in the polymer and
the existence of additional thermal peak in this
region. These data do not completely exclude that the
transition is connected with the relaxation of the rigid
amorphous phase. It can be supposed that the fact
that crystallinity in the VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer
increases (also due to the increase in crystals sizes, as
mentioned earlier) the appearance of the rigid amor-
phous phase, which manifests itself in the observed
ac-relaxation, is more possible.

Figure 5 Wide angle X-ray diffraction for initial VDF/
HFP 93/7 film.

Figure 6 Frequency dependencies of the dielectric loss e00

in initial VDF/HFP 93/7 (a) and 86/14 (b) copolymer films
at (1) �1008C, (2) �808C, (3) �608C, (4) �408C, (5) �208C,
(6) 08C, and (7) 208C.
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Temperature behavior of the relaxation transitions
mentioned earlier has been characterized by means of
the correlation diagram in Arrhenius coordinates
(Fig. 10). It is seen that the lowest-temperature (b-)
transition obeys the Arrhenius equation

f ¼ f0 exp

�
�DE
RT

�
; (2)

where f0 is the constant, R is the gas constant, DE is
the activation energy, and T is the temperature.
According to this figure and to the data presented in
Table I, characteristics of this transition practically do
not depend on the composition of the copolymer. The
same conclusion for the copolymers under study was
drawn from the mechanical relaxation.59,60 As seen
from Figure 10, aa-processes that are registered at
higher temperatures (curves 2,20) do not obey eq. (2),

but are described by the Vogel–Thamman–Fulcher
equation

f ¼ f0 exp
�B

T � T0

8>: 9>;; (3)

where f0 and B are fitting parameters, T0 is the charac-
teristic temperature, which is usually � 508C lower
than the Tg. It is known that such behavior is typical
for the microbrownian motions in the amorphous
phase at glass transition. The values of indicated
parameters are presented in Table I. At the same time
the conventional glass transition temperature T0, for
which the frequency of reorientation of the kinetic
units is 1 Hz, was determined from curves 2,20.
It follows from Table I that when HFP fraction in-
creases, T0 also increases. It was also mentioned
earlier.50,51,59,61 Since the glass transition temperatures
of both components of the copolymers differ in more
than 2008, the noted behavior is predicted by the
modified Fox equation61

1=Tg ¼
X
i;j

WiPi;j=Tgi;j : (4)

Figure 7 Example of decomposition of the dielectric loss
e00 spectra for VDF/HFP 93/7 (a) and 86/14 (b) films at
258C.

Figure 8 Temperature dependencies of the dielectric per-
mittivity e0 (a) and the tand (b) for initial 93/7 (1) and 86/
14 (2) copolymers at f ¼ 1300 Hz.
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Here Wi is the weight fraction of the i-th component
of the copolymer with the glass transition tempera-
ture Tgi,j

, Pi,j is the factor determining the appearance
of dyads, triads, etc. in chains, registered by the NMR
method in copolymers.61 Such prediction is qualita-
tive, because the noted equation is rigorously true for
noncrystallizing polymers. Our polymers are crystal-
line, and therefore two factors will affect the glass
transition point. On the one hand, it is the weight ra-
tio of HFP comonomer, and on the other hand it is
the change in the copolymer crystallinity. According
to eq. (4), as the HFP content changes from 7 to 14
mol %, the Tg must increase. From the other hand, as
mentioned before, crystallinity decreases almost in
two times. It is known that the rigid wall of the crystal
is the topological barrier for the microbrownian
motion in the amorphous phase. Therefore, the
increase in crystallinity usually results in the increase

of the relaxation time for the aa-transition
62–64 and of

the glass transition temperature.45 Moreover, for the
copolymer with higher HFP content the dimensions
of the amorphous space between adjacent lamellae
packed into stacks increase from 7.6 to 14.6 nm.47 By
the example of isotactic polystyrene it was shown
that this must lead to the decrease of relaxation time
of the transition under consideration.65 From this
point of view, the increase of HFP content from 7 to
14 mol % must cause, other things being equal, the
decrease of the glass transition point, i.e., opposite to
the eq. (4). In this connection, all the factors listed ear-
lier will take effect on the temperature position of the
aa-transition relaxation times when HFP content
increases.

Curves 2 and 20 in Figure 10 have different curva-
ture. It specifies that the glass transition processes in
both copolymers differ by the thermodynamic param-
eter fragility m, which in terms of VFT equation can
be calculated according to the relation

m ¼ d log t
d T0

T

� � ¼ B

T0 ln 10 1� T0

T0

� �2 : (5)

Here t has the same sense as in eq. (1). The values of
the parameter m are listed in the Table I. It is higher
for the copolymer with 14 mol % of HFP. This can be
ascribed to the increase in number of groups with
sterical hindrance and to the increase of the amor-
phous phase content, where this relaxation occurs.

Temperature dependencies of b- and aa-relaxation
parameters, which were obtained after decomposi-
tion of overlapping processes according to eq. (1),
are presented in Figure 11. The character of showed
curves essentially changes in the transition region
from the local mobility in the glass state to the seg-
mental mobility above the glass transition point.
Thus, it is seen that the spectrum narrows (b ? 1)
and become more symmetric ((1 � a) increases).
Some notes are to be made about the character of
temperature changes of the relaxation strength De.
As seen from the Figure 11(c), it also changes essen-
tially in the glass transition region. Week increase of
De in glassy state noticeably intensifies at tempera-
tures above the glass transition point (� �408C). This
behavior is not trivial and needs to be explained.
Such problem is discussed with reference to other
crystalline polymers.43–45 It is known that

De � Nm2e
kT

; (6)

where N and me are the concentration and the effec-
tive dipole moment of kinetic units in the amor-
phous phase. For the relaxation process in crystal-
line polymers it is convenient to introduce the
parameter.43

Figure 9 Temperature dependencies of the dielectric loss
e00 for VDF/HFP 93/7 (a) and 86/14 (b) films in the region
of aC-relaxation at (1) 390 Hz, (2) 1300 Hz, (3) 4500 Hz,
and (4) 104 Hz.
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bðTÞ ¼ DeðTÞsc

DeðTÞa ; (7)

which has the sense of the relaxed amorphous phase
content, where sc and a indices are for partly crystal-
lized and amorphous polymer. For some polymers,
which can be obtained in the amorphous and crys-
talline states, De(T)a and De(T)sc dependencies exhibit
opposite temperature behavior. For example, for the
amorphous polymers (polyether etherketon43 or poly-
phenylenesulphide44) De decreases with temperature
for this process. If the numerator is constant, this
decrease is qualitatively predicted by Ref. 6. On the
other hand, if the mentioned polymers are crystal-
line, De(T) must increase43,44 for the aa-process. The
last condition is ascribed to the relaxation of the
rigid amorphous phase RAP, which can be localized
on the crystal–amorphous phase boundaries. Accord-
ing to the temperature data of the specific heat, RAP
formation is usually observed in semirigid poly-
mers.43–45 On the other hand, in flexible polymers
(PE, PTFE) of the rigid amorphous phase is not
formed.66,67

The investigated polymers are flexible also and
therefore the RAP is not formed.57 On the other hand,
our data on temperature dependence of De in the
region of aa-relaxation [Fig. 11(c)] are typical for poly-
mers with RAP relaxation. In this connection, there is
a quite nontrivial conclusion. According to the dielec-
tric method, elastomeric materials (especially it con-

cerns VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer with low degree of
crystallinity), exhibit behavior that is typical for RAP
relaxation in the region of segmental aa-mobility. This
behavior formally corresponds to very wide and dif-
fuse glass transition area. DSC data [Fig. 2(b)] indicate
it also. In the investigated polymers, there are groups
with large dipole moment in the main chain. They
cause ferroelectricity.1,2,4 Thus, in these copolymers
spontaneous polarization regions (nanometer in size)
can be formed. If those are present here (we shall con-
sider some indications on it further), then, together

TABLE I
Parameters of Vogel–Thamman–Fulcher Analysis [eq (3)]

Relaxation
process

Composition

93/7 86/14

b aa ac a b aa a

T0 (K) – 199 – – – 233 –
B – 845 – – – 305 –
a – 10 – – – 8 –
DH (kJ/mol) 47 78 112 151 47 97 81
DS (J/mol K) 40 – 173 168 37 – 5
T0 (K) 177 235 278 379 179 255 341
m – 65 – – – 70 –
C1 2,970 6,060
C2 4,050 3,990

DH, enthalpy; DS, enthropy; T0, conventional glass tran-
sition temperature; m, fragility; and C1 and C2, Curie con-
stants for relaxation processes in VDF/HFP copolymers of
different composition.

Figure 10 Correlation diagrams for relaxations in VDF/HFP 93/7 (1–6) and 86/14 (10, 20, 40-60) copolymers: 1,10 – b-relax-
ation; 2,20 – aa-relaxation; 3 – ac-relaxation; 4,40 – a-relaxation. Curves 1–3, 10,20 are obtained from the tand(T) dependen-
cies, 4,40 – from the tand(f) dependencies. On the insert Arrhenius plots are shown for the loss tangent tand (4,40), the
imaginary part of electric modulus M00 (5,50) and the dc-conductivity sdc (6,6

0) in the region of the a-relaxation.
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with small crystals of a-phase, they can play a role of
labile physical crosslinks. Segments of the amorphous
phase above the glass transition can partially lose mo-
bility near these crosslinks and show some properties
of RAP. If the number of assumed nanocrystals is
great enough, all amorphous phase can be considered
as an interphase and show properties of RAP. Such
model can explain mechanisms of considered aa-
relaxation in our copolymers. On the other hand, such
assumption agrees with conclusion of authors,28,29 on
which the relaxation above the glass transition point
in the given class of polymers is due to the mobility of
the amorphous segments in the interphase.

To confirm the introduced model let us stop on bas-
ing of presence of assumed spontaneous polarization
areas of nanometer size in amorphous phase in more
detail. If such areas exist, there should be a ferroelec-
tric–paraelectric type transition in them (as well as in
usual ferroelectric crystals). It is registered by thermal

or electric anomalies. VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer is
the most convenient object, because above the room
temperature there is no ac-process, which can mask
mentioned anomalies. From Figure 2(b) it is seen that
there are two endothermic transitions at the first heat-
ing cycle in the initial sample of this copolymer above
room temperature. Transition at highest temperature
is connected to melting of a-phase crystals. At lower
temperatures (around � 508C), there is a clearly rec-
ognized peak that is also registered on similar 85/15
copolymer.48 To our opinion, this peak is responsible
for the mentioned ferroelectric–paraelectric transition
in supposed nanometer areas of spontaneous polar-
ization.

If such hypothesis is true, one also can expect
dielectric permittivity anomalies in this region. They
are well-defined for the copolymer with 14 mol %
HFP [curve 2 in Fig. 8(a)]. It is seen that the diffuse
peak of e0 and the first endothermic transition are in
the same temperature region. The registered transi-
tions are more complex for VDF/HFP 93/7 copoly-
mer. As noted earlier, ac-transition is also registered
in considered temperature region. This transition is
accompanied by absorption of heat [low-temperature
endothermic peak at heating in Fig. 2(a)]. The peak at
higher temperatures, in our opinion, is responsible for
mentioned ferroelectric–paraelectric transition. As fol-
lows from Figure 8(a), the peak of the dielectric per-
mittivity for this copolymer (curve 1) is in this temper-
ature region. Temperature dependencies of dielectric
permittivity in wide temperature range [Fig. 8(a)] are
like those for a classical ferroelectric polymer–co-
polymer of VDF and trifluorethylene TrFE of 65/35
ratio.31 Differences are that for the latter the peak on
e0(T) curve in the Curie point is more intensive.

Use of classical representations of such transitions
by temperature dependencies of reciprocal dielectric
permittivity w ¼ 1/e0 can serve as additional argu-
ment to ascribe the considered process to a ferroelec-
tric–paraelectric phase transition. In Figure 12 they
are shown for both copolymers. At a variation of fre-
quency of the electric field on two decades the posi-
tion of a temperature minimum (Tt) practically does
not change, that is typical for phase transitions of con-
sidered type. Regular change of minimum magnitude
with change of frequency of the electric field, along
with its high diffuseness, speak in favor of relaxor
type68 of the transition. It is also known that consid-
ered dependencies straighten near the transition tem-
perature (Tt) and thus follow

w � ðTt � TÞ
C1

at T,Tt and w � ðT � TtÞ
C2

at T.Tt ð8Þ

Constants C1 and C2 calculated for both copolymers
are presented in Table I. Comparison with data on the

Figure 11 Temperature dependencies of the spectrum
width (a), the asymmetry (b), and the relaxation strength
(c) in the region of b- and aa-transitions in VDF/HFP 93/7
(1) and 86/14 (2) copolymers.
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Curie transition, for example, in VDF/TrFE 52.8/47.2
copolymer24 shows that C2 is of the same order. It fol-
lows from Figure 12 that when HFP content increases
from 7 to 14 mol %, phase transition shifts by 208 to
lower temperatures and becomes more diffuse (com-
pare C1 in Table I). If such transition is attributed to
manifestation of dipole interactions, then it is obvi-
ously caused by their weakening due to the increase
of nonpolar HFP group’s concentration in chain. Such
assumption is confirmed also by data in Ref. 69 where
ferroelectric properties of VDF/TrFE/HFP terpoly-
mers are investigated. By results of calorimetric and
dielectric investigations, it has been shown that the
increase of HFP ratio is also accompanied by widen-
ing of the Curie transition with its simultaneous shift
to lower temperatures.

As our copolymers crystallize in nonpolar a-phase
with zero spontaneous polarization, there are no
areas of spontaneous polarization connected with po-
lar b-modification.2,4 Thus, the data presented earlier

point out that one more ferroelectric phase possibly
develop in our objects. The question of presence of
two types of ferroelectric phase for this class of poly-
mers is not new and is often discussed by different
authors.2 The facts of occurrence of two dielectric
anomalies in copolymers VDF/TrFE 70/30 or specific
shape of ferroelectric switching curves70 are usually
used as arguments. These two phases are designated
as LT and QL in terminology of Ref. 71. Low-perfect
QL-phase is characterized by presence of a great
number of conformational defects. It is possible that
transition of this phase into a paraelectric state is reg-
istered in our copolymers. We can consider that small
regions of spontaneous polarization of QL-phase are
localized in the amorphous areas. A number of facts
speak for it. The heat of considered transition in
VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer is 4 J/g, while in a 7 mol
% HFP copolymer it is 1.1 J/g. If the mentioned
domains are localized in the amorphous phase, heat
of transition, with other things being equal, will be
defined by its volume fraction. As noted earlier, its
fraction is higher in a copolymer with 14 mol % HFP.
It supports the hypothesis about the localization of
spontaneous polarization domains in the amorphous
phase. Thus the domain size can be estimated by the
width of the amorphous halo.

It was noted above that ferroelectric transition tem-
perature falls 208 lower when HFP content increases
from 7 to 14 mol %. If noted transition occurs in
domains of the amorphous phase, its microstructure
should change. We shall speak about average density
of packing of segments in such phase. To a first
approximation it is possible to judge about it by angu-
lar position of the amorphous halo. The analysis of
data in Figures 4 and 5 shows that the increase in
HFP ratio leads to shift of noted angular position 2y
to lower degrees,72 and the same tendency was also
noted earlier.50 It points to the fact that when HFP
content increases from 7 up to 14 mol %, average
interchain distances in the amorphous phase of the
copolymer essentially rise. Thus, lowering of ferro-
electric transition temperature in the copolymer with
high HFP content correlates with reduction of pack-
ing density in its disordered phase. This can also lead
to more diffusive phase transition (see C1 values in
Table I).

Recent data on dielectric properties of PVDF films
prepared by thermal vacuum deposition73 support
the hypothesis about localization of discussed sponta-
neous polarization domains in the amorphous phase.
According to these data, order–disorder ferroelectric
transition of relaxor type was observed in amorphous
PVDF73 at the same temperatures.

Now let us discuss how much reasonable it is to
speak about spontaneous polarization areas in the dis-
order phase? The analysis of literary data shows that
such assumptions are physically proved. Really, the

Figure 12 Temperature dependencies of the dielectric
susceptibility w in 93/7 (a) and 86/14 (b) copolymers at f
¼ 120 kHz (1), 10 kHz (2), 1.3 kHz (3).
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ferroelectric behavior is noted both in organic74 and in
classical inorganic75 glassy dielectrics with disordered
structure. Specificity of formed structure in our
copolymers can be determined by means of prepara-
tion of initial films. As noted earlier, they were pre-
pared by extrusion. In this case, the surface can be
more textured than the volume, and the discussed
spontaneous polarization areas can be localized in
surface layer. Therefore, the annealing effects should
affect both the structure characteristics and the pa-
rameters of discussed ferroelectric transition. We have
got preliminary evidence on it earlier,46 and now we
clarify stated assumptions by structural methods.

Next, we shall discuss the nature of high-tempera-
ture a-relaxation process observed in both copoly-
mers. It is characterized by extremely high intensity,

as seen in Figure 1. Some details of noted transition
follow from Figure 13. Here temperature dependen-
cies of exothermal heating at crystals’ melting and
tand for the region of considered relaxation process
are shown for VDF/HFP 93/7. At melting free vol-
ume varies and the geometry of the measured con-
denser can change, and so we characterized dielectric
parameters by dielectric loss tangent. It allows to
exclude a role of possible change in geometry of
measured condenser. It is seen from the figure that
tand peak at low frequencies falls at the region of
melting temperatures. Similar behavior was noted for
VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer (Fig. 14). It means that
appearing of a-relaxation process is initiated by the
process of crystals’ melting. We shall consider three
possible reasons. If the crystal transitions into the
melt, then the chains can move as a whole; that leads

Figure 13 Temperature dependencies of the heat flow (a),
the tand (b), and dielectric loss e00 (c) in the region of a-
relaxation in VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer at f ¼ 1.3 Hz (1),
10 Hz (2), and 120 Hz (3).

Figure 14 Temperature dependencies of the heat flow (a),
tand (b) and dielectric loss e00 (c) in the region of a-relaxa-
tion in VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer at f ¼ 0.1 Hz (1),
0.4 Hz (2), and 1 Hz (3).
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to occurrence of fluctuations of distance between
chain ends. In this case, under certain conditions, nor-
mal mode relaxation appears.76–78 The relaxation
strength De for the given type of mobility76

De ¼ 4pm2uhr2iNAr
3kBTM

F: (9)

Here NA is the Avogadro number, M is the molecular
weight, r is the density, mu is the dipole moment of
the unit of countor length, hr2i is the root-mean-
square distance between the chain ends, F is the inter-
nal field factor which for a normal mode relaxation is
close to 1. According to eq. (9) given process will be
observed if the longitudinal component of the dipole
moment is present. It is not zero for our copolymers,
which are crystallized in a-phase with TGTG� chain

conformation. It is also correct for the melt that con-
tains noncorrelated TG and TG� sequences.4 Because
of this, such relaxation process should be present in
considered copolymers. To connect observable a-pro-
cess with a normal relaxation mode it is necessary to
investigate characteristics of the given process in co-
polymers with various monodisperse fractions, as pa-
rameters of this relaxation appear to depend strongly
on polymer molecular weight.77,78

The second mechanism of a-relaxation must take
account of heterogeneous nature of crystalline poly-
mers. Crystal and amorphous phases are of different
symmetry. Above the glass transition point and
below the melting temperature there is not only struc-
tural heterogeneity, but heterogeneity of dynamic
characteristics also. This is because the amorphous
phase segments (contrary to crystal) participate in

Figure 15 Frequency dependencies of the tand (a) and
conductivity s (b) in the region of aa- and ac-relaxations
for VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer at (1) �408C, (2) �208C, (3)
08C, (4) 208C.

Figure 16 Frequency dependencies of the dielectric per-
mittivity e0 (a), tand (b), and conductivity s (c) in the
region of a-relaxation for VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer at (1)
408C, (2) 808C, (3) 1008C, (4) 1208C, and (5) 1508C.
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microbrownian motion with high amplitudes of reor-
ientation. It leads to the fact that crystals and amor-
phous phase will differ in dielectric permittivity and
conductivity. Thus, in these crystalline polymers
polarization of Maxwell–Wagner–Scillars type (MWS)
can be observed.

This heterogeneity must be particularly expressed
in considered copolymers. In fact, low glass transition
temperature (see Table I) leads to small relaxation
times <10�6 s (Fig. 10) for mentioned segmental mo-
bility at room temperatures. As movement of charges
of ionogenic impurities is in the amorphous phase,
the mobility of carriers is higher. This will cause a
high difference in conductivity of considered phases.
If a-process is related to the development of the space
charge, the character of movement of free carriers
appears to be sensitive to structural changes in the

amorphous phase. From Figures 13 and 14 it follows
that a-transition with relaxation times � 10 7 1 s
begins at temperatures of ferroelectric–paraelectric
phase transition. It is known that the paraelectric
phase is characterized by smaller density of chain
package2,4 and thus mobility of carriers will increase.
From the same figures, it follows that melting leads to
decrease in relaxation times of considered process. If
it is connected with MWS relaxation, then there are
peculiarities on frequency dependences of sac that is
demonstrated at Figures 15–18. In Figure 15 fre-
quency behavior of s in the region of ac- and aa-relax-
ations is shown for VDF/HFP copolymer with 7 mol
% HFP. Conductivity increases with increase of fre-
quency of electric field in all temperature range. The
same behavior is observed for the copolymer with 14
mol % HFP (Fig. 17). From Figures 16 and 18 it fol-

Figure 17 Frequency dependencies of the tand (a) and
conductivity s (b) in the region of aa-relaxation for VDF/
HFP 86/14 copolymer at (1) �408C, (2) �208C, (3) 08C, and
(4) 208C.

Figure 18 Frequency dependencies of the dielectric per-
mittivity e0(a), tand (b), and conductivity s (c) in the region
of a-relaxation for VDF/HFP 86/14 copolymer at (1) 408C,
(2) 608C, and (3) 808C.
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lows that in temperature region of a-relaxation, how-
ever, there is a frequency range where conductivity is
constant for both copolymers. Such behavior is typical
for heterogeneous systems where components strongly
differ on electric parameters.79–83

For discussion of data in considered systems80–82,84–87

complex electric modulus M*(o) offered by authors of
Refs. 88 and 89 is often used

M�ðoÞ ¼ 1

e�ðoÞ ¼ M0 þ iM00 ¼ e0

e02 þ e002
þ i

e00

e02 þ e002

(10)

In Figure 19 isothermal frequency dependencies of
imaginary part of complex electric modulus, M00, in
the region of a-relaxation, are shown for considered
copolymers. The curves exhibit relaxation behavior.

Thus, formally, our experimental data are qualita-
tively predicted by MWS theory. The relaxation
strength De and relaxation time t of a-process can be
written as

De ¼ ðv=AÞea (11)

t ¼ eae0
As

(12)

Here e0 is the electric constant, and ea is the dielec-
tric permittivity of the matrix containing a volume
fraction v of inclusions with conductivity s and
form-factor A. The melting of crystals can increase
the heterogeneity in the system because trapped
charges will be released. We assume that traps local-
ized on crystals’ surface predominantly immobilize
ionogenic impurities. According to eq. (11), De is
proportional to the volume fraction v of considered
inclusions. From Figure 19 it follows that De
increases with temperature, according to the predic-
tion of MWS theory [eq. (11)]. Let us calculate the
relaxation time according to eq. (12) at assumption
of spherical particles (A ¼ 1/3) with high conductiv-
ity s (Figs. 16 and 18), imbedded in a matrix with ea
¼ 20. Calculation shows that experimental values of
t, obtained from frequency dependences of tand, are
by 1–2 orders higher than predicted by the eq. (11).
From the other hand, if t is calculated from M00(o)
dependences, there is a correspondence with accu-
racy of 30–40%.

Finally, let us stop on possibility of the third mech-
anism for explanation of a-relaxation. In Figures 16
and 18 dispersion curves of a real part of dielectric
permittivity for considered transition in studied
copolymers are shown. As seen, at low frequencies e0

reach high values that are not typical for relaxation
processes considered earlier. Authors16,19,23,90,91 have
suggested that, with reference to PVDF, considered a-
process should be connected with manifestation of
electrode polarization. According to these papers,
complex dielectric permittivity have polymer (p) and
ionic (i) components:92

e0 ¼ e0i þ e0p (13)

e00 ¼ e00i þ e00p (14)

Ionic components for real and imaginary parts are92

e0i ¼
2v0q

2

dkTp0;5
D0

f

8>>:
9>>;

3=2

exp � 3Ed

2
þ W

2e0

8>: 9>;=kT
� �

(15)

e00i ¼
2v0q

2

kT

D0

f

8>>:
9>>; exp � Ed þ

W

2e0

8>: 9>;=kT
� �

; (16)

where v0 is the concentration of mobile ions with
charge q0, d is the thickness of the sample, D0 is the

Figure 19 Frequency dependencies of the imaginary part
of electric modulus M00 in the region of a-relaxation in 93/
7 (a) and 86/14 (b) copolymers at (a): 608C (1), 808C (2),
1008C (3), and 1408C (4); (b): 408C (1), 608C (2), and 808C
(3).
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diffusion coefficient, f is the frequency of electric field,
Ed is the activation energy of ionic diffusion, W is the
dissociation energy of impurity molecules. Relations
15 and 16 predict occurrence of a high low-frequency
dielectric dispersion.90 According to the eq. (15) e0

value is inversely proportional to the sample thick-
ness. Our preliminary data have qualitative agree-
ment with such prediction. In this connection, there
are reasons to connect discussed a-transition (Figs. 16
and 18) with electrode polarization process. It is
known that it can be suppressed by blocking of elec-
trodes.93 It was made for PVDF, for example, by posi-
tioning PTFE film between the film and the elec-
trode.90 In our case, at temperatures below melting
point part of crystals of a-phase, located on the inter-
face with evaporated metal of an electrode, can be
such blocking layer. At melting, the number of such
crystals reduces, that is equivalent to decrease in
degree of an electrode blocking. It is accompanied by
increase of measured dielectric permittivity.90 In our
experiment (Figs. 16 and 18) we see the same. Process
of melting in the investigated copolymers takes place
in wide enough temperature interval (Figs. 13 and 14),
and therefore the degree of electrode blocking will
smoothly vary. In process of crystals’ melting, double
electric layer will develop on metal–polymer interface
due to the ions present in the melt. It can lead to the
sharp increase in dielectric permittivity (Figs. 13 and
14) that, in its turn, will lead to decrease in dissocia-
tion energy W of impurities in relations (15) and (16).
Thus, one should expect additional increase in num-
ber of mobile carriers n0 in the system. It means that
development of electrode polarization will have auto-
catalytic nature.

In this problem it is important to find out the na-
ture of carriers forming space charge. According to
authors of Ref. 94 there should be Na, Ca, Al, S, and
Cl ions in PVDF. Their partial neutralization on elec-
trodes, at authors’ opinion, also leads to decrease of
high-temperature dielectric characteristics of PVDF
after its exposure in a static electric field.22,94 From
the other hand, Hþ and F� ions, which appear from
dissociation of HF molecules, should be carriers in
considered polymers.95 It is supposed that HF mole-
cules are generated at high temperatures by the dehy-
drofluorination reactions

ð���CH2���CF2���Þ ! HFþ ð���CH¼¼¼CF���Þ (17)

Our data also point out indirectly the important role
of Hþ and F� carriers in considered a-relaxation pro-
cess. Indeed, preliminary data show that change in
metal of an electrode affects low-frequency dielectric
permittivity values. It is possible to explain only by
the supposition that namely fluorine ions can per-
form active interaction with Al.95,96

Correlation diagrams for a-transition are shown in
Figure 10. The dependences obtained from tempera-
ture changes of sdc, tandm, and M00

m are shown sepa-
rately on an insert. One can see that relaxation times
of given process can be approximated by Arrhenius
equation to a first approach. It has allowed to calcu-
late activation parameters for given process. They
have been received from temperature–frequency
dependences of tandm and listed in Table I. It is seen
that conventional temperature of defreezing of a-tran-
sition (T0) in VDF/HFP 93/7 copolymer is almost 408
higher than in a copolymer with 14 mol % HFP. It
confirms once again that a-process is initiated by
melting of crystals, since melting temperatures in
both copolymers, according to Figure 2, differ approx-
imately on as much. From the other hand, activation
parameters of the given process differ essentially in
considered copolymers. In Table I they are calculated
from temperature–frequency dependences of tandm. It
is seen that increase of HFP content leads to decrease
of activation enthalpy almost in 2 times. Activation
entropy falls essentially more (more than by one
order). According to relations 15 and 16, activation
parameters of a-transition are controlled both by dis-
sociation energy (W) of ionogenic impurities and by
activation energy of diffusion (D0) of appearing
charges. If carriers move in amorphous phase, D0 will
be determined by parameters of microbrownian
motion in it (aa-process). From comparison of curves
2 and 20 (Fig. 10) it is seen that above the room tem-
perature (a-relaxation region) average frequencies of
reorientation of segments and their activation ener-
gies are similar for both copolymers. Therefore, the
parameters of diffusive transport are the same. On
the other hand, higher fraction of CF3 groups in

Figure 20 Frequency dependencies of the dielectric per-
mittivity e0 in the region of a-relaxation (at 1408C) in 93/7
(1) and 86/14 (2) copolymers.
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VDF/HFP copolymer of 86/14 content leads to
increase of low-frequency dielectric permittivity
(Fig. 20). This should manifest itself in decrease of
dissociation energies W of ionogenic impurities. As a
consequence, there is experimentally observable de-
crease of activation parameters of a-transition in this
copolymer.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of transitions have been observed by
dielectric method in copolymers of vinylidene fluo-
ride with hexafluoropropylene. Local mobility below
a glass transition point is not sensitive to the chemical
composition of polymers. Characteristics of coopera-
tive motion process at glass transition noticeably dif-
fer in copolymers with different HFP content. The
qualitative explanation is given from the positions of
modified Fox’s equation, but the change of crystallin-
ity must be considered. It has been found that in-
crease of HFP content from 7 up to 14 mol % results
in disappearance of ac-relaxation. This is connected
with decrease of volume fraction of crystals which
size essentially decreases. Dielectric and thermal
anomalies typical for ferroelectric phase transitions
have been detected at 50–708C. It is suggested that
spontaneous polarization regions of nanometer size
are localized in amorphous phase. It has been shown
that the Curie temperature correlates with average
density of chain packing in domains of amorphous
phase. An intensive relaxation process connected
with manifestation of space charge is observed in
temperature region where DSC method detects melt-
ing of crystals. High dielectric permittivity values are
connected with formation of a double electric layer
on interface metal–polymer. The capacity of such
layer is extensively controlled by formation of spe-
cific interactions between electrode metal (Al) and
fluorine ions.
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